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beam line and inner wall of the target chamber were lin
with lead and tantalum, respectively.

The target cell was filled with 99.999% pure hydroge
gas at 2550 mbar and 90 K. A major consideration in th
design of the gas handling system was the need to elimin
nitrogen in the target gas. The stripping reaction
14N(dW ,p)15N* and 14N(dW ,n)15O* have large cross sections
for the production of high energy photons. Metal and c
ramic components were used in the gas handling syst
wherever possible, with most components being routine
baked to 200 °C while under clean vacuum. The only organ
components wetted by the target gas were one O ring and
epoxy adhesive at the entrance and exit foils. The cell w
filled through a molecular sieve cold trap cooled to 77 K.
second cold trap, also at 77 K, was open to the cell af
filling.

A typical time of flight spectrum is shown in Fig. 1. The
large central peak is due to photons produced during
passage of the beam bunch through the cell. Particles wit
longer flight time~e.g., fast neutrons! would appear to the
left of this peak. The flatness of the background around t
central peak shows that the neutron background was due
thermal neutron capture in the NaI detector. Flight times
thermal neutrons are effectively random on the time scale
the 192 ns period of the bunched beam. This background w
removed by subtracting a normalized sample of the flat ba
ground from the events with the proper time of flight. Th
three timing gates used to sort events by time of flight a
shown in Fig. 1. The defined sorting gate for photons
interest is the true TOF gate are shown in Fig. 1. The lo
TOF and high TOF timing gates are used to produce pu
height spectra which result from thermal neutron capture.
pulse height spectrum, with photon sorting conditions, w
prepared by subtracting the thermal neutron background~i.e.,
either the low TOF or high TOF gated pulse height spectru
properly normalized from the ratio of gate width to the tru
TOF gate width! from the true TOF pulse height spectrum
Either gated spectrum gave the same final asymmetry, and
average of the low and high TOF gated spectra was used
the final analysis.

FIG. 1. Time of flight spectrum from the NaI spectromete
illustrating the TOF sorting conditions. RegionB is the true TOF
region, while regionsA and C are the low TOF and high TOF
regions, respectively.
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The most significant source of background in the random
neutron subtracted photon spectrum resulted from the phot
decay of excited states in15N and 15O. Because the cross
sections for these reactions with nitrogen are much larg
than the1H(dW ,g)3He cross section, even a small amount o
nitrogen in the hydrogen gas generates a large background
high energy photons with flight times in the true TOF sorting
window. There was a small residual nitrogen contamination
shown by the presence of the three small peaks~labeled
c1 , c2 , andc3) above the

1H(dW ,g)3He capture peak in Fig.
2. These peaks were also present when the cell was fill
with nitrogen ~labeledn1 , n2 , andn3 in Fig. 2!. The true
TOF pulse height spectrum from the nitrogen target is use
for the subtraction of the contaminant, after normalizing an
aligning the three marker peaks in the nitrogen spectru

FIG. 3. Pulse height spectra from the NaI spectrometer, showin
the subtracted backgrounds. The dashed line (A) is the raw data,
while the long-dashed line (B) shows the same spectrum after sub
traction of the random neutron background. The short-dashed li
(C) shows spectrumB after subtraction of the nitrogen contamina-
tion. The dotted line (D) is spectrumC after subtraction of the
exponential background under the radiative capture peak.

r,
FIG. 2. Pulse height spectra from the NaI spectrometer, showin

the effect of nitrogen contamination. The solid line (A) results from
a hydrogen-filled target, with the random neutron background su
tracted. The dashed line (B) results from a nitrogen-filled target.
The hydrogen spectrum has been normalized to the nitrogen sp
trum at peaksc1, c2, andc3.
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1540 54BROWNE, PITTS, SMITH, McANINCH, AND KNUTSON
with the same three peaks in the1H(dW ,g)3He spectrum.
Peak sums forn1 , n2 , andn3 were extracted from the nitro-
gen spectra, and a separate normalization determined f
each peak sum. Each of these normalized, spin-sorted n
gen spectra was then subtracted from the corresponding s
sorted 1H(dW ,g)3He capture spectrum, and propagated ind
pendently through the analysis. The quoted systematic e
of the nitrogen subtraction was generated from the sprea
the finalT20 values with these different normalizations. Th
final spectrum which resulted from the subtraction of bo
the random neutron background and the average nitro
contribution is shown in Fig. 3. A plot of the unsubtracte
pulse height spectrum, corresponding to the true TOF gate
shown for comparison. An additional background in the ra
dom neutron subtracted spectra was due to the entrance
exit foils. The only significant photon peak was at about 3
MeV energy, superimposed on an exponential backgrou
The energy of this peak was consistent with a doublet
13C, presumably formed by deuteron stripping reactio
upon pump oil deposits frozen onto the foils of the target

The final spectrum is shown as curveD in Fig. 3. Curve
A in Fig. 3 is the true TOF gated spectrum, curveB is the
same spectrum after subtraction of the random neutron ba
ground, and curveC results from the nitrogen subtractio
applied to curveB. Final peak sums were taken betwee
channels 254 and 284 in this spectrum, minus a fitted ex
nential background. The functional form for the fit was mo
eled after that used in other capture experiments at Wisc
sin @10#. It included a constant background, a Gaussian m
peak, a Gaussian first escape peak, a Gaussian second e
peak, a high energy exponential tail on the main peak, a l
energy exponential tail on the main peak, and an exponen
background. This fitted exponential background includes
background due to beam interaction with the the target c
in the energy region of interest. Measurements with
empty cell showed that the ‘‘true’’ gated energy spectru
from the empty cell consisted only of an exponential bac
ground with no statistically significant analyzing power. Th
exponential component of the fit to the final spectrum th
automatically includes the background due to the cell. T
procedure was chosen as an alternative to direct subtrac
of empty target spectra. When the target cell was empty,
beam energy at the exit foil was significantly higher, givin
more background from the exit foil, than when the target w

TABLE I. Estimates of the nncertainty.

Contribution Uncertainty

Statistical error 60.0037
N2 subtraction~statistical! 60.0018
N2 subtraction~systematic! 60.0007
Background~magnitude! 60.0003
Background~asymmetry! 60.0003
Dead time 60.00002
Errors added in quadrature 60.0042
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full. The uncertainty of the fitted background was determine
by making a series of fits and defining the uncertainty to b
the extreme spread of solutions with similarx2 values. The
average value of the exponential background was used
calculateT20 from these data.

The final value of T20 from this measurement is
T20520.03560.004, including both the estimated statistica
and systematic uncertainties. All contributions to the unce
tainty are listed in Table I. Not included is the scale unce
tainty of 2% due to the polarimeter calibration.

The measured value forT20(90°) is compared in Fig. 4 to
the theoretical calculation of Fonseca and Lehman@3#. This
calculation includes a full three-body wave function in bot
the ground state and the continuum. The continuumP waves
are included, and their effect has been shown to be essen
in reproducingT20(u) at these energies. The potential is th
separable expansion of the Paris potential~PEST!. Only the
E1 multipole is included at this time. It seems likely that th
E1-E1 interference terms should dominateT20(90lab

° ) at this
energy, demonstrated in a matrix element fit by Goeckner
Ed510 MeV @4#. Note that the disagreement between th
experiment and the calculation is nearly 3s. The disagree-
ment may be due to the parametrization of the tensor force
the PEST, some problem with the present description co
tinuum P waves, or possibly the lack of theE2 andM1
multipoles in the present calculations. Additional theoretic
work will be required to answer this question.

We would like to thank Professor A.C. Fonseca and Pr
fessor D.R. Lehman for their calculation ofT20(u) which we
quoted here. We would also like to acknowledge the ass
tance of Thomas Finessey in carrying out this measureme
and the support provided by the University of Louisville
Graduate Research Council. The work of the Wiscons
group is supported by the National Science Foundation und
Contract No. PHY-9316221.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the datum point to a modern Fadde

calculation of the1H(dW ,g)3He calculation. The calculation is that
of Fonseca and Lehman, at an incident energy of 5.25 MeV. T
NN potential is the separable expansion of the Paris potential. T
NN P waves are included.
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